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ARENI Li e Stellenbosch Edition gathered
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ARENI is a proud partner of The Botanical Society, a nonprofit organisation that supports South Africa's national
botanical gardens. Its mission is to support plant conservation
across South Africa and to know, grow, protect and enjoy
South Africa's indigenous plants.
Investing in biodiversity is key to the future of both agriculture
and viticulture, as it affects soil quality, increases water and
food security resilience, reduces fire risks, and helps mitigate
many impacts of climate change.
ARENI has offset the carbon footprint of
each international flight taken to ARENI
Live, using Credible Carbon to calculate a
donation amount to The Botanical Society.
We also encourage you to donate using the
QR code.
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Social sustainability is about identifying and managing business
impacts, both positive and negative, on people.
ARENI Global is proud to support the Pebbles project, a charity
founded in
primarily to help children born with special
needs as a result of Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder. Today, the
Pebbles project enriches the lives of disadvantaged children and
families in the agricultural communities of the Western Cape,
focusing on the entire life of the child and the challenging
circumstances in which they live in order to make a significant
and lasting difference.
ARENI contributed to a nutritionally
balanced breakfast, lunch and two snacks per
day for one year for three children. We also
encourage you to donate using the QR code.
Photo: courtesy of the Pebbles Project
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The story of the Blind Ambition film project began in
at
the inaugural ARENI Live (Fine Minds Fine Wine) event at
Nicole Rolet’s estate, Chêne Bleu, in the Rhône Valley.
Jancis Robinson MW and Andrew Caillard MW, the producer
of Red Obsession, were seated together. He mentioned that he
was looking for another good wine story, and Jancis told him
about the Zimbabwean wine tasting team. The rest is history.
Five years later, ARENI was proud to organise the first everscreening of Blind Ambition in South Africa.
We will be rooting for team Zimbabwe for
the
competition and we hope you will
join in using the QR code to donate.

_Roundtable Key Takeaways
The roundtable workshops are the heart of ARENI Live. This year attendees
explored six topics, from financial sustainability to the best ways to futureproof
the supply chain, and how to recruit talent. They reflected on real disruptions
and possible scenarios for the future. The pages that follow contain an unedited
summary of their main thoughts and conclusions.
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What does financial sustainability mean? How is it assessed?
How can it be measured? Why does it matter?
“The three aspects of sustainability have different timelines.
You can probably exploit nature the longest and get away with
it, and people the second longest, but when you run out of
money it stops immediately. It’s not an ideal, but it’s a reality.”
- ARENI Live attendee

Ke Ta ea a
Sustainability, as per the United Nations:
"Living well now while leaving the planet in good or better
shape for the next generation."
Financial Sustainability, as per the United Nations:
"Delivering financial returns in the short and long terms, while
generating positive value for society, while operating within
environmental constraints."
In real life, the three aspects of sustainability
(environmental, social, financial) have three different
timelines. Profitability, although not enough, is a necessity
for sustainability.
It is very difficult to obtain a consensus to the answer “Is
Fine Wine too cheap”, notably because it depends on how
you define fine wine, and the product segmentation.

Fine wine is too cheap when it does not take into account social
and environmental impacts. If it can be made sustainably, it is
not too cheap.
Fine wine exists when demands exceeds supply globally. The
reality/consequence is that generally, whether we like it or not,
price are going to increase. Exceptions happen when wineries
have a conscious will to control the prices and a tight control on
distribution.
If, or when, fine wine becomes unaffordable for consumers,
there will always be something new. For example, a new
category such old vine wine, or natural wine, or a "new" area,
variety, region, or style.
For the future, transparency and integrity will go a long way to
ensure the longevity (sustainability) of fine wine. Measuring and
reporting, and regulatory controls, may be needed to influence
the mindset of the entire value chain.
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Is Fine Wine too Cheap? Debate at
PM
Wine Profitability vs Financial Sustainability – In Conversation with Caroline Hermann MW – September 2022
12 Conversations: Different Ways of Looking at Sustainability – ARENI publication – September 2022
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I Fi e Wi e a I di id a
C ec i e P jec
How can individual and collective approaches be balanced when it comes
to making fine wine? What should the community bring to the group?
How can estates retain their own uniqueness while participating in their
regional identity? And when it comes to selling wines, can you be “fine”
alone?
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A collective, but without positive and active
individuals, will not succeed. The collective must
comprise credible exponent and like-minded entities
and people. The individuals should be revered by
her/his peers:“Igniters”.
There is a difference between consumer/market facing
collectives and regulator collectives. For fine wine,
craft, intention, site and creativity, plus originality are
imperatives. The role of the regulator is to provide
checks/balances = accountability.

Need to promote mutualism among the ecosystem;
collectives. “Crabs” - lids on or lids off.
Globalization of the fine wine culture rather than
disparate regional cultures.
Lever for change - fine wine is such a small % of the
overall alcoholic beverage industry. Need a fine
wine collective that works softly/guerilla in other
collectives to influence change that benefits the fine
wine industry. Collaboration between collectives.
Could that be ARENI?

Stumbling blocks: free riders; typicity (as a lowest
common denominator not an igniter);
complacency/compliance; sufficient fine wine
consumers (who drink not store); Insufficient or
inadequate capacity; WHO/prohibitions.
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In This Together – How Fine Wine is re-thinking its Collective Models
What hierarchy's best for fine wine? ARENI Insight Series, November 2022
Define Fine Wine Whitepaper – th edition, January 202
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How Much is Enough? In Conversation with Felicity Carter and Jordan Sale
Teaching, Learning, Growing in an Online World
The Future of Education and Skills – In Conversation with Elaine Chukan Brown
Towards a Local Understanding of Diversity and Inclusion – In Conversation with Tomiwa Owolade
12 Conversations: Different Ways of Looking at Sustainability – ARENI publication – September 2022
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Taking Ad an age f M de n
Ma ke ing Pa ad e
Timely vs timeless, local vs global, exclusive vs inclusive. The world of
premium goods marketing is full of paradoxes. How do successful brands
navigate their ways through these conflicting demands?
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Ke Takea a
Fine Wine at its best must exist as a global whole
We need to express ourselves as part of a global whole
and create an ecosystem within which we can all thrive.
The question still to solve: How do we solve the problem
of creating a global reach that is environmentally
sustainable?

We need to understand how to communicate value
without necessarily focussing on the product.
Context creates value in the mind of the consumer.
Especially if you can create the experience, universe,
lifestyle space within which your product can
thrive/exist. Real world experiences MUST be part of
your brand expression.

"You’re not driving the car, but you should be
holding the map”
The consumer is always on a journey. They will move,
evolve and explore. Our message to them needs to track
that movement. Out of this, there is a need (possibly
manifested by an independent body) for content
producers that allow consumers to know "which roads
to take". There needs to be content that CONNECTS
fine wine producers around the world.
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Be consumer-embracing at multiple levels.
At the highest product level, this might be personal, hightouch service (throughout the transaction process). But
this needs to morph as it moves down the tiers of product.
For bigger productions, "high touch" may not be feasible,
but a similar function can be performed though the
employment of well chosen CRM tools. And at the lowest
level of engagement with clients only interested in ones
mass market products, even at that low level, "customerembracing" can be expressed through efficient and
intelligent segmentation of ones database.
At the very least, make customers feel like they belong in
your brand universe.

Aspiration is a tightrope that achieves exclusivity
without elitism.
Aspiration is not about being able to afford more
expensive products. It is about being able to live a better
life. As such, the message that inspires aspiration should
be about the way one thinks about life, the environment,
society etc.
It is a broad level approach which WILL result in more
expensive wines...but the price is a by-product of the
aspirational ethos, NOT something to be achieved in
itself. ALSO, aspiration needs to be created across other
industries, not just to our customers so that other
companies and manufacturers seem to emulate the ethos
with which we do what we do. #netpositive
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The Future of the Fine Wine Consumers
Deconstructing the Language of Wine to Attract New Consumers – In Conversation with Sandrine Goyevaerts
Debunking the Clichés of Digital Marketing – In Conversation with Georgia Panagopoulou
Understanding Asia’s Affluent Consumers – In Conversation with Amrita Banta
On Fine Wine and Luxury – In Conversation with Eric Asimov
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Between the aftershock of the pandemic, the continuing war in Europe, widening
economic inequality, and the global fear of economic slowdown, the level of
uncertainty being faced by both companies and governments is unprecedented.
How can fine wine survive and thrive the disruptions in both their supply chain
and commercial markets?
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What are we future proofing against:
How to future proof - global business (continued)
Climate change
Co-creation: Invite all your stakeholders to be part of the
Dilution and consolidation. When an industry = only big
creation process. Talk less, listen more, in both the physical
wineries, wine becomes less important. Story, authenticity, regions,
and digital space.
local knowledge become less important
Improve our industry members' capacity to negotiate and
Loss of knowledge and talent, loss of people with the capacity to
“rattle the cage”, making themselves heard and vocalizing
teach
collectively global problems.
Shortage of supplies and shipping crisis
Changing consumers values
How to futureproof - fine wine production
Start with the health of our vineyards – climate change and
How to future proof - global business
epidemiology. Example: A winery is working with a
Always prepare for the worst and think long term
Bordeaux team to analyse vine leaves searching for new
Recognize that from now on it will probably be a long continuation
virus that could become active with climate change.
of international shocks.
Demonstrate to people the interest, skills and career paths
Acknowledge that the changes you are making today you won’t see
that can be found in viticulture. Example: The hands-on
until the next /10y.
garden is a piece of a property dedicated to showing kids
Improve the way liquidity works throughout the chain. Example:
what their parents are doing: pruning and all vineyard work,
Crypto currencies and blockchain can be a solution to that.
showing that there is craft and skills attached to viticulture.
Make people proud. Example: In Argentina, now on every label:
Encourage workers international mobility: Advocate for an
“bebida nacional” to illustrate the fact it is the most important
international wine visa.
beverage in the country.
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How to futureproof - fine wine distribution
Raise awareness of the shipping issue globally. Articulate the
situation so that issues and impacts are very clear. Example:
European delegation brought to South Africa to show them the
issues and consequences with the shipping lines only choosing
the most profitable routes.
Understanding that in the wine industry we are in a unique
position where the retailers (shop or restaurant) are actually
value adders for us: They are doing the upsell and selling to the
consumers for us, so we can't cut them all out.
Diversify your markets. Example: Crypto currency can help to
prove market interest. Selling through crypto can be a proof
that consumers want your product in the market that you want
to come into. A way of proving demand by going around the
difficulties of the existing supply chain.
Create decentralised marketplaces for wine supplies (bottles,
labels etc…)

ed
How to futureproof- fine wine communication and consumption
Labelling: Consideration about making your name the wine
brand: reduce your capacity for transmission. If you can come up
with a great name that links to customers and your sense of
place and what motivates you: more equity to the brand.
Work on your global brands: brand “country” and brand “wine”,
needed for better consumer perception. Work on brand wine so
that it can’t be dismissed or quickly associated without other
alcohol.
Constantly challenge the idea of what is valued by consumers
and how do we deliver value to them.
Favour intergenerational experiences of wine, allowing
transmission of passion.
“The most important step to get people to drink wine is to get
people to think of themselves as people who drink wine.”
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ARENI Live Insights: The Current State of Global Trade
Shaping Tomorrow: A Global Overview of International Diplomacy
The World Post-COVIS: Framing the Global Picture
The Power of Collective Intelligence

_Taking action
ARENI Global wishes to facilitate action within the fine wine ecosystem,
helping stakeholders translate ideas and perspectives into actions, and monitor
their implementation in the months following the think tank.
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How can we ensure fine wine s social licence to operate
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In terms of recruitment how can we overcome the challenges
inherent to viticultural work located in rural remote areas
seasonal jobs lack of financial incentive lack of attractiveness of
agricultural jobs ageing workforce skills transmission
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How can we better understand and
reflect the true cost of wine production
including environmental and social
externalities
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How can we better understand fine
wine consumers
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How can we as a sector be ready for the
next pandemic and stop closures
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